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The Clothing of a Regency Poet, Lord Byron (1788-1824): a period of exile 1816-1824 

By DAVID WILCOX 

In 1816 following the failure of his marriage and the establishment of a legal separation, 

Lord Byron left London for continental Europe. He finally settled in Italy for the longest 

period (1817-1823) before involving himself in the Greek struggle for independence from 

Ottoman rule. He would die at Missolonghi in 1824, not from any battle wound, but from 

disease and debility. This article examines the constant traits in his habits of dress, his 

dandyism and a preoccupation with his personal military wardrobe. One of his surviving 

military jackets is presented in some detail and the contents of the inventory of his belongings 

made after his death at Missolonghi are considered for what they reveal about his style of 

dress, and his self-image. This is the second of a two-part study of Lord Byron’s clothing 

narrative, which in its conclusion summarises the features which characterised his dress 

habits in adulthood.  

INTRODUCTION 

An earlier article on Lord Byron’s clothing style analysed eye-witness accounts and material 

evidence of his patterns of consumption to construct a picture of a man of fashion, somewhat 

at odds with the image of the Romantic icon that endures in the legacy of paintings and 

images from the time of his young adulthood.1 In 1815, he married Annabella Milbanke, a 

marriage of convenience which did not prosper and its failure a year later alongside the 

consequent social ostracism that followed, fuelled by rumours about his private life and his 

disenchantment with England, drove Byron from London.2  On 26 April 1816 he sailed to 

Ostend, from where he travelled to Switzerland, avoiding France (where his coach, a copy of 

Napoleon Bonaparte’s campaign coach, would have attracted unwelcome attention), moving 

through the Low Countries and following the Rhine.3  For several months he settled at the 
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Villa Diodati near Lake Geneva.4 At this point he seems still to have been a well-dressed 

figure, much as observed earlier in London by Leigh Hunt (1784-1859). 5 Moving south, 

Byron reached Italy where he spent several years in Venice. It was there that he wrote the 

comic narrative poem Beppo, in which he describes the narrator as ‘a broken dandy lately on 

my travels’.6 Is he ironically identifying himself here? Around this time, in 1818, English 

travellers report Byron’s weight gain, and some go further, describing him as having turned 

into ‘a fat, fat-headed, middle-aged man, slovenly to the extreme, unkempt, with long, untied 

locks that hang down on his shoulders, shabbily dressed […]’.7 At this time too he was 

visited by his lawyer John Hanson (d.1841) and his son Newton Hanson. They were surprised 

by the change in his physical appearance – they found him pale, bloated and sallow. He had 

grown very fat, his shoulders broad and round, and the knuckles of his hands were lost in fat.8 

Late in 1819 he was visited by his friend the Irish poet Tom Moore (1779-1852) who 

on returning home to London, after a long spell in Paris, gave news of Byron at a small 

dinner party held by their mutual publisher John Murray. Moore’s comments on Byron’s 

dress were recorded by a young Benjamin Disraeli (1804-1881) attending with his father, the 

writer Isaac D’Israeli (1766-1848): 

 He’s very dandified, and yet not an English dandy. When I saw him he was dressed in a 

curious foreign cap, a frogged great coat, and had a gold chain round his neck and pushed 

into his waistcoat pocket. I asked him if he wore a glass and took it out, when I found fixed to 

it a set of trinkets. He had also another gold chain tight round his neck, something like a 

collar.9  

Byron, perhaps freed from the censure of London society, seems to have recovered his 

confidence to wear more jewellery, much as he did in the period before his publishing 

successes.10 Young Disraeli was possibly encouraged in his own experiments with dandyism 
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by this report from Moore. Moore also observed that Byron had grown fatter and that he was 

anxious about his teeth.  

RAVENNA 

In Venice Byron had formed an attachment to Teresa Guiccioli (1800-1873), wife of Count 

Guiccioli (1761-1840), a man some forty years her senior.  Byron was invited to Ravenna to 

stay with the Guicciolis, and after vacillating, took up their invitation. Initially he had 

misgivings about this relationship with the Countess, yet they would remain together for the 

rest of Byron’s years in Italy. He forged ahead with his writing, despite the relative idleness 

of his days, and involved himself in local politics; the cause of Italian independence prepared 

the way for his later engagement with Greek liberation.  

At Ravenna he wrote The Vision of Judgement, worked on Don Juan and wrote the 

stage tragedy Sardanapulus. Although the play was written as a closet drama to be read and 

not performed, contrary to Byron’s wishes it did go into performance a decade after his death, 

probably because it permitted some spectacular stage effects.11 The central character 

Sardanapulus is a highly effeminate man, who nevertheless is heterosexual, and holds the 

power of his masculinity in reserve. This is a shift, made by Byron, to the source story by 

Diodorus Siculus (c.90BCE – c.30BCE), in which the king, Sardanapulus, is not only 

effeminate, but a transvestite and bisexual. In Byron’s version, Sardanapulus’ effeminacy, his 

flowing robes and garlands of flowers, constitutes a strategic retreat from power, from 

political reality, as he knows that ‘to play the king is to enslave himself to popular 

perception’.12  When he does give in to pressure and finally adopts masculine aggression in 

battle, he fails. According to Andrew Elfenbein, Byron’s point is that conventional 

masculinity is death.13 Susan Wolfson sees something of Byron himself reflected in his 

recasting of Sardanapulus: ‘the compound of flagrant effeminacy and heterosexual virility 

projects onto the stage an oblique, and ultimately heroic, figure for the issue of gender of 
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deepest concern to him, his bisexuality’.14 In the episode of Don Juan that Byron was 

working on at the same time, the character of Don Juan is enslaved while disguised as a 

woman. By writing dress travesty into his work, Byron shows that in his imagination at least 

he had engaged with cross-dressing. In youth, on his travels to Greece in 1810, Byron is 

recorded as dressing in female attire at the Athens carnival, and his travelling companion 

John Hobhouse (1786-1869) also records, returning from an excursion along the Bay of 

Phalearum: ‘Din’d – to bed – after Byron dressing up in female apparel and dancing with 

Demetrius (Zograffo)’.15 Although his personal dress at this time, in 1821, is in many ways 

conventionally masculine, his attention to personal cleanliness – his regular bathing, his 

regular shaving, the oiling of his hair, the attention he paid to his teeth – seems in part to 

contribute to his fastidiousness in matters of dress which contemporaries perceive as a kind of 

dandyism. Later, at Montenero, Leigh Hunt recollected: ‘[Byron] had the remnant of his hair 

oiled and trimmed with all the anxiety of a Sardanapalus’. The visible character to which this 

effeminacy gave rise appears to have indicated itself as early as his travels in the Levant, 

where the Grand Signior is said to have taken him for a woman in disguise.16 

PISA AND MONTENERO 

There followed a move to Pisa and Montenero where Byron continued to live with the 

Countess Guiccioli.  Resident there for a while, he welcomed journalist and poet Leigh Hunt 

and his family as guests. Hunt noted on his arrival at Montenero in 1822:  

Upon seeing Lord Byron, I hardly knew him, he was grown so fat; and he was longer in 

recognizing me, I had grown so thin. He was dressed in a loose nankin jacket and white 

trowsers, his neckcloth open, and his hair in thin ringlets about his throat; altogether 

presenting a very different aspect from the compact, energetic, and curly-headed person, 

whom I had known in England. 17 And later he observed: ‘His dress as at Monte-Nero, was a 
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nankin jacket, with white waistcoat and trowsers, and a cap, either velvet or linen, with a 

shade to it.’ 18  

The two men didn’t always get along, but Byron was generous in providing living 

accommodation and travel expenses. Nevertheless many years later, Hunt wrote, perhaps 

rather spitefully, that: 

He had a delicate white hand, of which he was proud; and he attracted attention to it by rings. 

He thought a hand of this description almost the only mark remaining now-a-days of a 

gentleman; of which it certainly is not, nor of a lady either; though a coarse one implies 

handiwork. He often appeared holding a handkerchief, upon which his jewelled fingers lay 

imbedded, as in a picture.19 

On another occasion, when Byron reacted to Hunt’s piano playing, accusing him of 

effeminacy, Hunt recalled: ‘He, the objector to effeminacy was sitting in health and wealth, 

with rings on his fingers, and baby-work to his shirt; and he had just issued, like a sultan, out 

of his bath.’20 This reference to an embroidered shirt and rings has a strong echo of Isaac 

D’Israeli’s distaste at first meeting Byron in the years before his celebrity.21 

Another visitor to Byron at Leghorn was the American painter William Edward West 

(1788-1859). Byron agreed to sit for a portrait (Figure 1), and afterwards commissioned one 

of the Countess. West left a description of Byron as he found him in the summer of 1822:  

 I was mistaken and much surprised to see almost the reverse of what I imagined. He received 

us with somewhat of embarrassment in his manner, but not the least ceremony. Altogether he 

was a larger man than I had fancied, rather fat and apparently effeminate – a delicate 

complexion light blue or grey eyes – dark hair rather long and combed over his forehead with 

a few curls down about his neck which he cut off shortly after. He had on a sky-blue camelot 
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frock coat with a cape or lapel falling over his shoulders – boots light rust and pantaloons, 

and rather the cut of a dandy in his own way. 22 

Leigh Hunt also reminisced of this time: ‘We had blue frock-coats, white waistcoats 

and trowsers, and velvet caps à la Raphael; and cut a gallant figure.’ 23 Hunt’s wife, Marianne 

(1788-1857) made a paper cut-out portrait of Byron at this time, where he is clearly wearing a 

caped coat and a cap, as if for riding (Figure 2). This is possibly the same sky-blue coat 

described by both West and Hunt.24 

It was also at this time, in July 1822, that the poet Percy Bysshe Shelley (1792-1822) 

and his friend Edward Williams (1793-1822) were drowned at sea. Both were living near 

Byron, at Pisa. It took a while to find their bodies, which were then cremated on the beach, a 

day apart. On both occasions, while the bodies burned, Byron went for a swim. It was on the 

second day, Shelley’s cremation, that he spent a long time in the sea and was ill for days 

later. He was horribly sunburned and fevered. It does seem that from that time his health 

began to decline, and he lost weight.  

GENOA: PREPARATIONS FOR A VOYAGE 

Byron arrived in Genoa in October 1822, still extremely unwell and for the whole of his nine 

months there he remained in poor health. In Genoa he met Lord and Lady Blessington (1782-

1829 & 1789-1849 respectively) who were travelling with Count D’Orsay (1801-1852), a 

young Frenchman. They brought news of England and Lady Blessington’s chequered career 

made her an entertaining conversationalist.25 She would later capitalise on her few meetings 

with Byron, both in The Idler in Italy and her Conversations. The Count D’Orsay was an 

amateur artist, and Byron agreed to sit for a few pencil portraits. Byron had lost weight by 

this point, as remarked on by Lady Blessington who noted his ill-fitting clothes: 
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His dress (when riding) consisted of a nankeen jacket and trousers, which appeared to have 

shrunk from the washing; the jacket embroidered in the same colour, and with three rows of 

buttons; the waist very short, the back very narrow, and the sleeves set in  the way they used 

to be ten or fifteen years before; a black stock, very narrow; a dark-blue velvet cap with a 

shade, and a very rich gold band and large gold tassel at the crown; nankeen gaiters, and a 

pair of blue spectacles completed his costume […] This was his general dress of a morning 

for riding, but I have seen it change for a green tartan plaid jacket. 26 

Two of D’Orsay’s drawings are shown here. In Figure 3, Byron is wearing a checked coat 

over a white or pale waistcoat. The checked coat may be of tartan cloth. Byron himself looks 

drawn and uncomfortable, far from the full faced, almost cherubic portrait made by West less 

than a year before. In Figure 4, we see Byron wearing a formal set of clothes for day wear: 

white linen shirt with high collar and black neck stock, white waistcoat, white trousers and 

M-notch tailcoat.   

Over late spring and summer of 1823 Byron was working with Pietro Gamba (1801-

1827), Teresa Guiccioli’s brother, on preparations for an expedition to Greece, to help in the 

cause of Greek liberation from Ottoman rule. Accounts of Byron’s expenditure in Genoa 

show him to have been laying in supplies for this serious undertaking, and not least were the 

clothing bills. These were for both maintenance of his and his entourage’s wardrobe and the 

making of military style clothing, jackets and coats decorated with braids and buttons.27 

Byron’s preparation of a military-style wardrobe for his Greek odyssey suggests that he was 

preparing himself for a role he had never played before, and that clothes would somehow 

help him meet that challenge.  

Byron and his band of associates sailed from Genoa to Leghorn and from there to 

Cephalonia. One of those accompanying him on the voyage was James Hamilton Browne 
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(b.1792), a Scot who intended to join the revolutionary forces in Greece. He left fairly 

detailed accounts of Byron’s appearance and behaviour on the voyage out: 

 Lord Byron was habited in a round nankeen embroidered jacket, white Marseilles vest, 

buttoned a very little way up; he wore extremely fine linen, and his shirt-collar was thrown 

over in such a way as almost to uncover his neck; very long wide nankeen trowsers, fastened 

below, short buff laced boots, and sometimes gaiters, with a chip Tuscan straw hat, 

completed his personal equipment. He invariably paid the most scrupulous attention to 

cleanliness, and had a certain fastidiousness in his dress, strongly savouring of dandyism, of 

which he was far from disapproving; at least he infinitely preferred it to a slovenly disregard 

for dress. 28 

The fine linen noted by Browne was a consequence of Byron continuing to wear shirts made 

from Irish linen which he bought from a British firm in Leghorn.29 

CEPHALONIA – MISSOLONGHI - GRAVESEND 

Byron reached Cephalonia early in August 1823, with the intention to offer his services in the 

Greek struggle for independence. However when Edward Blaquiere (1779-1832), a naval 

officer and one of the founders of the London Greek Committee, failed to meet him, he 

realised he had no clearly defined mission and that internal wrangles among the Greeks were 

as much a threat to independence as the Turks.  

A British Army staff surgeon, James Kennedy (1793-1827), was stationed there and 

he noted Byron’s dress at this time: 

 He had high shirt collars, sometimes embroidered, but without frills; he wore often nankeen 

jacket and trowsers, sometimes a plaid jacket; he generally wore a gold chain about his neck, 
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on which a locket suspended, and the end of the chain was placed in his waistcoat pocket, and 

a cameo with the head of Napoleon. 30 

He also noted that Byron was much engaged about uniforms, and appeared very particular in 

his dress. When any Greeks called on Byron they always came dressed in state and he would 

hurriedly don one of his military uniforms.31  

Byron decided to remain in Cephalonia until a clearer course of action arose. It was 

not until Missolonghi came under threat that an invitation came late in the day to join forces 

with Alexandros Mavrokordatos (1791-1865) to counter this attack. However, by the time 

Byron and Mavrokordatos reached Missolonghi, the Turks had withdrawn and there was no 

immediate threat. Byron landed in Missolonghi on 5 January 1824 and was welcomed with 

great fervour, although this was perhaps less about his person and more about the financial 

benefits which might accrue from his presence. Always aware of his audience, Byron dressed 

in a scarlet uniform for the occasion.32 

Byron’s presence at Missolonghi was important in helping to secure the Greek loan 

on the London market.33 This was signed off on 19 February 1824, and had he lived, Byron 

would have acted as one of the Commissioners charged with the disbursement of the money 

raised (along with Colonels Charles James Napier and Leicester Stanhope). As it was, the 

knowledge that the loan had been raised had the effect of shifting political advantage away 

from the military faction in the Peloponnese towards the westernising Greeks centred in 

Kranidi. By the summer of that same year, Greece had established a national government.34  

At Missolonghi, the military fire-master William Parry (fl.1825) recorded Byron’s 

appearance: ‘Lord Byron was sitting on a kind of mattress, but elevated by a cushion that 

occupied only a part of it, and made his seat higher than the rest. He was dressed in a blue 

surtout coat and loose trowsers and wore a foraging cap.’35  This description echoes earlier 

observations made in Italy – a blue overcoat, loose trowsers of nankeen or jean, and the 
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curiously shaped foraging caps which several observers have remarked on, and which also 

appear in several portraits (Figures 2 & 5). The watercolour painting (Figure 5) made by 

Robert Seymour (1798-1836) after Parry’s description was endorsed by Leigh Hunt, who said 

that it was typical of Byron’s appearance in the latter part of his life.36  James Forrester 

(fl.1825) a British naval officer, also observed Byron at Missolonghi and left an account: ‘He 

wore a dark green jacket with rough black cuffs and collar, and a profusion of black 

trimming, like the storm jackets of some of the cavalry regiments; a blue cap with a scarlet 

border, a black waistcoat, wide blue pantaloons with broad scarlet stripes, and boots.’ 37 The 

storm jacket was perhaps a kind of dolman, worn alongside the peaked forage cap described 

by several observers. In this description Byron is wearing clothes which seem practical, but 

there is an unmistakable suggestion of something quasi-military in his outfit.  

The weather at Missolonghi was wretched and wet. Byron developed a fever, possibly 

malarial, although MacCarthy cites another possible source of disease – Mediterranean tick 

fever, with Byron’s pet dogs a possible source.38  His doctors eventually bled him, believing 

this would help him recover, but an unclean lancet may have caused a fatal sepsis.39 His 

underlying health seems to have been weak since the time of Shelley’s death, and prior to his 

illness, he had a convulsive fit at Missolonghi40. He was unable to withstand the severe 

blood-letting, the leeches and the purges administered by his doctors and so it was that he 

died in bed, on 19 April 1824. After his death, his clothes and belongings were packed in 

crates, sealed, and along with Byron’s corpse (now preserved in spirits of wine), returned to 

England.  

On the 29 June 1824, the Florida reached the east coast of Kent. The coffin was taken 

to Westminster and a house in Great George Street where it lay in state. Only then, when 

visiting with Douglas Kinnaird (1788-1830), Byron’s friend and agent, did Hobhouse, 

Byron’s oldest friend, venture to look on the body.41 What he saw, a face much altered by the 
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processes following death, confirmed him in his refusal to allow Thomas Phillips (1770-

1845), the artist who had so effectively created iconic images of Byron, to visit and sketch the 

corpse. There was to be no shocking new image which might supplant the familiar icon 

which had so successfully lodged itself in the European mind, and which had come to stand 

for Byron himself.42 

BYRON AND MILITARY UNIFORM 

An examination of Byron’s material purchases over time, the commentaries left by 

acquaintances, contemporary portraits, as well as the Inventory made after his death, show 

Byron to have had an interest in military uniform for most of his adult life. He seems to have 

been susceptible to the visual impact of uniform, and it must be remembered that uniformed 

soldiers were a common sight in the Regency, especially as, until the establishment of a 

regular police force, they were the principal agents in the maintenance of law and order. 

Britain was also at war with France from 1793 to 1814, and this raised the numbers and 

ubiquity of uniformed soldiers in the general populace. Byron wrote: ‘What makes a regiment 

of soldiers a more noble object of view than the same mass of mob? Their arms, their dresses, 

their banners, and the art and artificial symmetry of their position and movements.’43  In 

1823, at Cephalonia, when Colonel Duffie invited Byron to view his troops, he assented, 

saying ‘After all there are not finer looking soldiers in the world than the English’.44 

Byron also had a lifelong fascination with the career of Napoleon Bonaparte (1769-

1821); as a schoolboy he owned a bust of Napoleon; he had a copy of Napoleon’s personal 

coach made before his flight to Europe in 1816; he is recorded as wearing a cameo of 

Napoleon at Genoa and Cephalonia; over time, he collected snuffboxes and coins with his 

image and owned a lock of Napoleon’s hair.45 He also wrote several poems about Bonaparte. 

The other influential figure in his life, the Regency dandy George Bryan ‘Beau’ Brummell 

(1778 – 1840) also had a military background, having been a lieutenant with the Tenth Royal 
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Hussars. This is not insignificant, as Brummell took some of his bearing and social 

performance from the body discipline required of the soldier, as well as an appreciation of the 

work of military tailors, whom he continued to employ for his civilian dress. 46 

Examination of reports of Byron’s first travels in Europe (1809-1811) show that on 

occasion he wore the uniform of an aide-de-camp, a red military coat, and although he had no 

regimental connections he encountered no objection among the diplomatic corps who 

otherwise criticised his demeanour.47 Byron had the uniform tailored in Gibraltar and was 

observed wearing the uniform in Sardinia and in Constantinople (Istanbul).48 After this travel 

experience, Byron wrote that ‘Regimentals are the best travelling dress.’49 In 1813, back in 

London, when planning a second sojourn to the Mediterranean or to Moscow, he had his 

aide-de-camp uniform refurbished and had an even more splendid set, the dress uniform of a 

staff officer, made by his tailors. Clearly he had in mind something like his earlier visit to 

Turkey, presenting himself in military uniform, elaborately trimmed, to be worn with a sash 

and gold epaulettes. His plan seems to have been that his person would be further magnified 

by a uniformed entourage, and he set about commissioning clothing. Some of the many 

trowsers that appear on his tailors’ bills at this time were likely to be destined for wear by his 

small retinue.50 In reality, his plans for a second visit to continental Europe never 

materialised, despite his considerable preparations. It was not until the failure of his marriage 

and consequent social ostracism, that he again left for Europe in 1816. Thereafter we catch 

glimpses of Byron in uniform in portraits painted by Girolamo Prepiani (fl.1790-1836) in 

1817 (Figure 6) and 1819, during his time in Venice.51 These show him wearing the two 

different uniforms recorded in his London tailors’ bills of 1812-1813, one refurbished and 

one new uniform; clearly he had taken both with him in 1816 when he sailed for Europe. 

Annette Peach rightly comments in her excellent study of Byronic portraits, that Byron was 

wearing these uniforms much as an actor would when adopting a role. The Prepiani 
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miniatures are portraits of ‘Byron’s self-envisaged role as a figurehead in the cause of 

liberation’.52 In Italy, at Ravenna, from 1820 he became interested in the cause of Italian 

liberation, while a few years later in his preparations to support the cause of Greek 

independence, the symbolic value of uniform became increasingly important to him.  

Thus at Genoa, in 1823, Byron had sets of new uniforms made for his entourage, and 

commissioned military helmets (Figure 7, right).53 These were two large plumed helmets, 

classical in style, but popular at the time with dragoon regiments; one intended for himself 

and the other for his expedition companion Edward Trelawny (1792-1881). A tall square 

topped helmet was made for Pietro Gamba. Remarkably, these three helmets have survived; 

one of the plumed helmets and Pietro’s czapka can be seen at Newstead Abbey, Byron’s 

ancestral home, while the other helmet, now without its plumed crest, is held at the National 

Historic Museum in Athens.54 These helmets seem to have remained symbolic, rather than 

practical. On showing them to Trelawny and again to Leigh Hunt, they were met with 

ridicule.55 This probably dampened Byron’s enthusiasm and it seems likely that they were 

never worn, although they were displayed in Byron’s living quarters at Missolonghi.56  A 

more sombre use was found for one of these crested helmets; it was used symbolically at 

Byron’s funeral at Missolonghi.57 It is interesting to note that at the start of his travels in 

1816, after crossing the English Channel, Byron and his companion John Hobhouse visited 

Hougoumont, near Waterloo plain where he bought some military items recovered from the 

battlefield: ‘one packet of Eagles tricolours, 1 brass Cuirass (breast and back), 1 brass helmet 

with plume, 1 sword’. These he sent to John Murray, his London publisher.58 The memory of 

this plumed brass helmet may have resurfaced when he set about commissioning his own. 

This style of helmet was not exceptional at that time, as can be seen from that worn by 

Richard Church, a Field Officer from the Duke of York's Greek Light Infantry of 1813 

(Figure 7, left). 
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On the way to Missolonghi, stopping over at Cephalonia for several months, Byron 

made use of the military tailor at the garrison there, to have additional clothing made for his 

entourage; an elaborate military style outfit for Pietro Gamba and new liveries for his 

servants.59 As noted above, Byron was observed to don one of his uniforms whenever a 

Greek deputation called. On his arrival at Missolonghi early in 1824, understanding the 

importance of self-presentation and the symbolism of the moment, he wore one of his red 

military uniforms.60  

After Byron’s death an inventory was compiled of his effects, listed under a number 

of categories.61 The two clothing lists which detailed Byron’s personal wardrobe and the 

more specialised ‘military’ wardrobe, are shown in Table 1 (for a full transcription of the 

Inventory see Supplementary Material Online Table A).  

Table 1: Details from ‘An Inventory of Sundry Effects the property of the late Rt. Honble Lord Byron Taken 

July 31st, 1824.’  

Private Wardrobe Military Wardrobe                                                                                                       

A Deal Box                                                                                                                                                          

8 Coats                                                                                                                                                              

24 Waistcoats                                                                                                                                                   

50 Pair of Trowsers                                                                                                                                     

3 Nankeen Jackets                                                                                                                                             

6 Pair of Gaiters                                                                                                                                       

2 Great Coats                                                                                                                                              

10 Pair of Silk Stockings                                                                                                                            

4 Pair flannel Ditto [Stockings]                                                                                                                

2 Pair of half Ditto [Stockings]                                                                                                               

21 Pair of Cotton Stockings                                                                                                                                    

12 Cravats                                                                                                                                                          

8 Handkerchiefs                                                                                                                                                

22 Shirts                                                                                                                                                              

3 Dressing Gowns                                                                                                                                                    

1 Pair of Dressing Trowsers 

A Box Coat                                                                                                                                                                  

A Cloak                                                                                                                                                              

2 Pair of flannel Trowsers                                                                                                                                    

1 Ditto [flannel] Waistcoat                                                                                                                             

Hat                                                                                                                                                                         

2 pair of Gloves                                                                                                                                                    

Box containing 20 pair of half Boots & Shoes 

Two braided Plaid Jackets                                                                                                                                   

4 Pair of Trowsers                                                                                                                                 

Red Cloth Jacket braided with Black –                                                                                              

Red Cloth Jacket trimmed with Gold Lace                                                                                                   

Four full dress Uniform Coats trimmed with           

Gold Lace                                                                          

Two pair blue Trowsers trimmed with Gold Lace                                                                                                         

A Green Jacket trimmed                                                                                                                            

Braided Jacket                                                                                                                                                    

A Case containing a Suit of blue Coat & Trowsers                                                                                          

Gold Lace Shoulder & Sword Knots & Tassells                                                                                                      

Pair of Gold Lace Epaulets & 2 Bands  

Military Cap with Silver Ornament                                                                                                                 

4 Silk Waist Sashes                                                                                                                                          

Two Helmets with Gilt Ornaments                                                                                                               

Oil Skin Caps & Cases                                                                                                                                      

Four Dress Hats with Gilt & Silver Ornament  & 

Feathers                                                                    

 Six Pair of Gold Lace Epaulets                                                                                                           

One Pair of Silver Ditto [Epaulets]                                                                                                               

Five Gold Lace Sword Knots                                                                                                                                                                 

Silver Lace Hat Ornament                                                                                                                                    

3 Stocks                                       
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THE PERSONAL AND MILITARY WARDROBES 

The Inventory is a very bald list of items, shorn of description, so it is difficult to draw many 

conclusions. Byron’s preference for trowsers remains evident, from the fifty pairs listed and 

these were likely to be of nankeen or jean. Nankeen jackets also figure; from the personal 

accounts quoted above, these seem to have been a regular feature of his wardrobe in Italy and 

in Greece, and they seem to have been braided.62 There are twenty-four waistcoats listed, 

very possibly of the Marseille type frequently noted by observers. There are twenty-two 

shirts, a relatively modest number in relation to the period and Byron’s status. Both the 

flannel trowsers and the flannel waistcoat are probably a form of lining or undergarment, 

worn to provide warmth under the cool cotton or linen garments. The wearing of flannel 

underlayers was also common among the military as a defence against cold and dampness.63 

Some laundry lists for August 1823 have survived and show that Byron was changing shirts 

and stockings daily, while trousers, waistcoats and gaiters were changed every other day, or 

more frequently.64  

The Military wardrobe listing in the inventory is slightly more helpful. What is 

perhaps surprising is the amount of uniform Byron had acquired by the time of his death. He 

left Britain with some items which are identifiable – at least a pair of dress uniforms – but 

others he acquired on his travels south, especially at Genoa where he commissioned more 

uniform and had military helmets made (see above). From reports, it does seem that he wore 

dress uniform more frequently in Greece, especially at Cephalonia and Missolonghi. There 

are a further seven pairs of trowsers in this list. There are four dress hats with gilt and silver 

ornament and feather plumes to match the four dress uniform coats. At this date, the 
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fashionable military style of headgear was the bicorne, but there may have been cocked hats, 

a style he had first worn with his aide-de-camp uniform of 1809.  

At this point, it is worth considering whether there was an element of dandyism in 

Byron’s donning of uniform. He was attracted to uniform’s theatrical impact, he understood 

its symbolic value, but could it be considered as an extension of his dandyism and his 

fastidious habits of dress? This was nothing new at the time – dandy officers during the 

Napoleonic wars attracted satirical comment on account of their elaborate and ostentatious 

dress; army uniform, especially that associated with cavalry regiments, could be highly 

elaborate and decorative (and this trend would continue through the nineteenth century).65 

And there were the ‘Military Loungers’, military men who were fond of the outside 

appearance of a soldier and who spent their leisure hours in the fashionable purlieus in public 

places, making conspicuous show of their military fashions.66 

Although he sometimes wore formal dress uniform to receive Greek emissaries, 

Byron also wore military clothing in non-traditional ways, mixing items from his military 

wardrobe. Recall James Forrester’s observations at Missolonghi: ‘He wore a dark green 

jacket with rough black cuffs and collar, and a profusion of black trimming, […] a blue cap 

with a scarlet border, a black waistcoat, wide blue pantaloons with broad scarlet stripes, and 

boots.’ 67 Byron was not a military man, yet he seems to have harboured an image of himself 

as one, but it was only that, the play of his imagination. Byron was too shot through with 

contradictory ideas about warfare ever to be a battle-seasoned warrior.68 His wearing of army 

uniform in young adulthood was occasional, always overseas, never in England, a way of 

impressing and gaining audience; while in later years in Greece, the poet in support of a 

revolutionary cause, he had need, perhaps, of uniform’s authority in an unfamiliar situation.69 

BYRON’S SURVIVING CLOTHING 
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Very little survives of Byron’s clothing. The five trunks of clothes and uniforms which 

returned to England on the Florida were given by Augusta Leigh (1783-1851), Byron’s half-

sister to his valet William Fletcher (1775-1839), instructing him to dispose of them as he 

pleased.70 These were most probably sold by Fletcher to raise money after the death of his 

patron and the loss of his regular income. Byron’s publisher John Murray and his descendants 

acquired a few items of Byron’s clothing. A set of Albanian clothes, a souvenir of Byron’s 

first European tour, was given by the poet, during his lifetime, to a friend. These survive at 

Bowood House. Another set, which may have belonged to Byron, is owned by the 

descendants of Byron’s daughter, Ada Lovelace (1815-1852), who may have inherited them. 

Some pieces survive at Newstead Abbey, Byron’s ancestral home.  Not surprisingly, perhaps, 

a few items survive in Athens, at the National Historical Museum of Greece and at the 

Gennadius Library. A table listing these items and their whereabouts can be found in the 

Supplementary Material Online, Table B. Detailed accounts and pattern diagrams were given 

of two surviving garments, a shirt and a waistcoat from the period 1815-16, in the previous 

article on Byron’s clothing.71 There follows a description of a surviving military jacket from 

the period 1823-24. There is some evidence too of a pair of Turkish style slippers which 

Byron may have worn at Missolonghi. 

BYRON’S MILITARY JACKET (NA 318): FIGURES 8 & 9 

Among Byron’s last belongings was this olive green jacket, elaborately braided and with fur-

trimmed edges. Byron’s valet Fletcher passed this on to his son George Gordon Fletcher, who 

left for South Africa, where he then worked as a carpenter.  It was there that it was acquired 

from him by Charles Fairbridge (1824-1893) in 1837, and he eventually passed it on in 1860 

to William Frederick Webb (1829-1899), who had become the owner of Newstead Abbey.72 

It has remained there since, and was gifted by the last private owner, Sir Julien Cahn (1882-

1944) to Nottingham City Council in 1931, along with Newstead Abbey.  
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This jacket is military in style, having the cut of a hussar’s pelisse or dolman.  A 

military pelisse was originally a piece of sheepskin slung over a hussar’s military jacket, but 

it later became a fur-trimmed replica of the jacket and was worn slung over one shoulder.73 

This arrangement can be seen in many military portraits of the period. In that respect, this 

jacket was perhaps not made to be worn directly on the body, but draped over one shoulder. 

Byron’s agent Trelawny claimed to have given the jacket to Byron, on the journey from 

Leghorn to Cephalonia.74 Trelawny wrote that Byron found it a good fit, but rather long in the 

arms. Examination of the jacket’s proportions shows that it could have fitted Byron, but also 

that a man of his height (5’ 8 ½”) would have found the sleeves too long. It seems likely that 

this elaborately braided jacket would have appealed strongly to Byron, just as did the richly 

patterned gold embroidered velvet jackets he bought in Albania, in 1809, on his earlier 

sojourn around the Mediterranean (one of which he wore for the Thomas Phillips portrait of 

1813).75 

The jacket is made of dark olive green wool trimmed with black wool braid and 

brown fur. It has deep facings of wool and a lining of brown linen. The stand collar is also 

lined with wool. The two horizontal pocket slits are functional and have pocket bags made of 

linen. The front edges fasten with metal hooks and eyes. The jacket is elaborately braided; the 

side back arched seams are outlined with a broad green wool braid but the elaborate 

patterning of scrolls and spirals is made of narrow black wool braid. There are small black 

silk loop tufts punctuating the patterns, as well as padded areas on both the sleeve and centre-

back embellishments. Two decorative lines of black wool-covered olivette toggles run down 

the jacket front. The general condition of the jacket is now poor with a fragile lining, moth-

holes in the wool and parts of the fur border missing.  

The elaborate patterning of the jacket, the quality of its textiles and the fur edging all 

suggest that this was a jacket made for an officer, and the initials V L worked in braid on the 
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pocket areas suggest that this referred to an individual or a cohort. The style of the jacket and 

its decorative braiding suggest an origin in the Balkans where the manufacture of wool braid 

was a peasant industry in the nineteenth century. Possibly it belonged to an officer serving on 

the military border (Militär Grenze) between the Habsburg Empire and the Ottoman Empire, 

in its western continental part, around the river Sava.76 It seems highly unlikely that the jacket 

had been made bespoke in Vienna for Trelawny, as he claimed, since it did not fit him, 

although it is possible that he acquired it there second-hand.77  

TURKISH SLIPPERS: FIGURE 10 

The shoes had been given by Byron to the young boatman Yanni Kazis (dates unknown) who 

had often taken Byron duck-shooting on the lagoon at Missolonghi and had seen Byron wear 

them at the house of Christos Kapsalis (1751-1826).78  Kazis had three daughters, and one of 

them, a nun, inherited the shoes from her father. She in turn, in her final years, living with a 

family in Missolonghi, had given them the slippers.79 In the 1950s, the family thought to give 

the slippers back to a descendant of Byron (Lady Wentworth (1873 -1957) Byron’s great-

granddaughter) and acting on her behalf, the traveller and writer Patrick Leigh Fermor (1915-

2011), while in Greece on a field-trip researching his next book, sought out the family to take 

the slippers back to England. In 1953, although Fermor was successful both in finding the 

family and seeing the slippers, he left empty-handed. The family decided at the last moment 

that they wished to keep them. Fermor made drawings and notes about the slippers and was 

excited to see that there was a difference in wear between the left and the right, that the 

pressure on the soles had been quite different, helping to confirm in his mind that they had 

indeed belonged to Byron. Fermor recorded that the slippers had leather soles, with leather 

uppers embroidered with triangles of red, brown, ochre, white and blue silk threads. There 

was also a strip of fringing at the front of each shoe, in yellow, red and blue silk thread.80 

Their present whereabouts is unknown. Slippers of this kind were fashionable wear with a 
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dressing gown during the early nineteenth century and the final inventory records three 

dressing gowns worn by Byron (Table 1).81  

CONCLUSION 

From the material gathered together in this article – the observations of friends and 

acquaintances of Byron, the material records of his spending, the final inventory of his goods 

and clothing at his death, portraits made from life – all these suggest a man with an ingrained 

habit of careful self-presentation. Increasingly, the style of the metropolitan beau he had once 

projected in London, gives way to a wardrobe more practical for travel and a Mediterranean 

climate. His growing engagement with liberation struggles in Italy and Greece led to a desire 

to present himself in ways that would reflect this engagement, by wearing uniform when he 

felt the occasion demanded. From these conclusions, when considered alongside the earlier 

article on Byron’s dress until the time of his departure for Europe in 1816, a more general 

picture can be drawn.  

Lord Byron was a complicated man. He grew up without a father; in childhood he had 

no aristocratic model to follow; his early years in Aberdeen were far from an aristocratic 

upbringing. He seems very much a creature of self-invention (something he shared with his 

heroes) with an accompanying lack of assurance at times, as noted by Lady Blessington, who 

thought he sometimes exhibited the pride of the parvenu (as one herself, she was sensitive to 

these undercurrents of behaviour).82 His lame right foot was a permanent source of physical 

and mental discomfort to him, made him self-conscious and shaped his dress habits; he was 

an early adopter of trowsers and wore them all his adult life.  In his young adulthood he 

adopted a style modelled on Brummell’s sculpted, tailored clothing, in sober colours. 

Friendship with the Regency dandies brought home to him the artificiality of dress and an 

awareness of clothing’s contribution to the performance of masculinity. His natural taste was 

perhaps for the showy and gaudy, evidenced by his liking for jewellery, for heavily decorated 
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military uniforms, for embroidered shirts, for tartan jackets. Yet he strove to cut a fashionable 

figure and battled his tendency to fatness by fierce self-control of his eating habits.  

Byron’s early heroes were Brummell and Napoleon. Brummell influenced to some 

degree Byron’s appearance – his personal cleanliness and fastidiousness of dress. Byron saw 

himself less as a dandy, but still a man of fashion and his bills and accounts show that he 

invested a great deal of time and money in the engineering of his appearance. Napoleon’s 

influence perhaps lay more with his ambition, leading Byron to become one of Europe’s most 

famous and widely read poets. Napoleon always seemed to remain a lodestar; images of 

Napoleon permeate his life – the bust of Napoleon he owned and defended as a youth, the 

Napoleonic coach in which he fled to Europe in 1816, the cameo of Napoleon worn at Genoa 

and Cephalonia; the snuffboxes, coins and the lock of Napoleon’s hair he accumulated.83  

Byron’s private appearance was closer to the fashionable norm, at times quite 

dandified, at others idiosyncratically militaristic; he did not dress in the clothes of a bygone 

age, nor in the exotic dress of another land, despite the images of him in circulation. Even 

today, it is these images that tend to adorn the covers of biographies or books of his works.  

Nevertheless, there is a sense of Byron dressing to project aspects of his character, of his 

awareness of the performative aspect of dress, of clothing as a costume hamper which he was 

freer than most to explore – his wealth, fame and privilege perhaps gave him greater scope to 

indulge himself in this way. There seems too to be a certain self-consciousness in his dress, 

probably occasioned by his lameness and his weight fluctuations, and which was perceived 

by others as tending to dandyism. The images of Byron that reached his public were not 

accidental, but generated by artists and had to meet with his approval, although as time went 

by, the proliferation of these images became impossible to tame. These influential images 

projected a romantic, idealised icon of the poet. As eyewitness accounts reveal, the man 

himself was at times a startling contrast to these confections. They perhaps provided a screen 
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behind which Byron might more comfortably live with his physical imperfections and his 

instincts.  
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